In order to activate the old shopping street in Kiryu city, we build two hypotheses about the cause that few people visit the street. First, comparing with shopping malls, moving among the shops is necessary in old shopping street, this inconvenience prevent the visiting. Second, many citizens do not understood the charm of the old shopping street well. To verify these hypotheses, we conduct two questionnaire surveys of citizens of Kiryu city as consumers and the owners of shops in old shopping street. Based on these results, we clarify the current state of the old shopping streets, and proposeremedial measures to contribute to activate the old shopping street of Kiryu City.
Introduction
These days, the old shopping streets downtown in most provincial cities in Japan have lost their bustle, and these circumstances have greatly impaired the regional economy. This is true of Kiryu City in Gunma prefecture, whose shopping streets downtown are an emblem of the city. In order to activate the old shopping streets, we are trying to get to know the current state of it and find effective methods to deal with the problems. In details, we conduct two big scale questionnaire surveys of citizens of Kiryu city as consumers and the owners of shops in old shopping street as sellers to verify the two following hypotheses, which are problems need to deal with of the old shopping street. 1) Comparing with shopping malls, moving among the shops is necessary in old shopping street. This inconvenience prevents the visiting.
2) The charm of the old shopping street is not known well.
Then, we propose the remedial measures to contribute to activate the old shopping street of Kiryu City.
Related Research

Research about the Visitors of Specific Shopping Destination
Factors, such as increasing spending capacity of consumers, growing car ownership, combined with modern shopping habits as buying in large amounts, made the customers changed their shopping place.
Cees etc. (2003) conducted a survey questionnaire on 150 visitors and buyers to a mall to identify the motives of them for large-scale shopping malls. Further analysis was done based on 130 suitable returned forms and it was found that about half of them visited the shopping mall for pleasure. Also about half of them responded that they would have bought their goods in the central city had the peripheral mall not existed. Moreover, the shopping mall is more attractive for consumers living a longer distance from the mall. Cilin etc. (2003) investigated the shopping linkages between a closely integrated new shopping precinct, incorporating an edge-of-centre superstore, in the small town centre of Llanelli in South Wales. The questionnaire survey was taken at seven places in the centre during the trading peak hours and 642 copies about the respondent's specific information and the distance to the stores were obtained. Whether going to go other six places was asked and the customers' movement was paid attention to. It is evident that the principal shopping attractions 'anchor' the nodes of shopping activity and largely determine the major patterns of pedestrian flows throughout a centre.
Research about the Impact on Shopping Behavior
Adam etc. (1996) investigate the impact that specific anchor stores and other physical characteristics of shopping centers have on the image consumers' possess for shopping centers, and through image, on indicators of shopping center patronage, such as the aggregate consideration and the share of choice. In addition, center characteristics that determine the image of the shopping centers in their market is identified for it is more important from a manager's perspective.
Ruby (1999) examined the impact of going shopping among married households. Key constructs are sex and shopping context which determine shopping responsibility among household members. Based on a large scale survey that included statistically viable numbers of male as well as female respondents and find a great deal of consensus regarding shopping responsibility among the sampled households. Although men are playing a significant role in shopping activities, particularly shopping for household groceries, shopping remains a gendered activity but it is not a pleasureless activity. At last, the supermarket is likely to be the retail setting where the changing roles will make the greatest impact is concluded.
Comparison of the Conventional Researches and This Study
Cees investigated the visitors of a large-scale mall only and evaluated the absorption of the shop and the distance,but the quantity and the character of the target are restricted. Colin paid attention on the relation among the shops and examined the visitors'' shopping pattern, but the object was restricted to the visitors in the fixed time zone. Both the objects are in their shopping time so the accuracy of theanswer is doubted for the time convenience. Also, since both investigationswere in the limited time, the representation of the visitors would be under the influence of the weather or the events, etc. on the day. In addition, Adam investigate the impact that specific anchor stores but it is limited to one kind of store.Ruby examined the motivation of going shopping. However, it only focus on the difference of sex and shopping context.On the other hand,in order to understand purchasing behavior of citizens, weconducted large-scale investigation to the whole resident of Kiryu city, and since the investigation period is not one day but one month, thedata reflects a usual shopping situation was obtained. Next, there are questions not only about buyer activity but also about the evaluation point to various kinds of shops. That is to say, not only the action step, the last step of AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action, Lewis (1985) ), but also other steps, which show the reason of the action, can also been grasped. Then, since this questionnaire survey was answered in the time of a respondent's sufficient convenience, the data from many viewpointswere obtained. Lastly, Since questionnaire survey for both the owner ofshops in old shopping street andcitizens of Kiryu city were conducted,comparison from many viewpoints can be done and the present condition of old shopping street has been grasped more correctly.
Method
In this study, we conducted two big-scale-questionnaire surveys of citizens of Kiryu city as consumers and the owners of shops in old shopping street. We analyzed the data, using R:a free software programming language and software environment for statistical computing and graphics, for example, Spector (2008) ,and evaluate the Shops in old shopping street, Supermarket and Mall from viewpoint of goods, traffic, and pleasure and so on, and comparingthe thought on old shopping street by both the citizens and the owners. Based on those results, we verified two hypotheses about the problems of the old shopping street and proposed the remedy for the problems.
The Definition Used in This Study
Kiryu city, where the questionnaire surveysconducted, is a local city in Gunma prefecture, and is located about 100 km north of Tokyo. Once be famous of high-quality fabrics as well as Kyoto city. It comes in being as Old Yamada Gun at the time of 1921. The present city regionis based on old Yamada Gun, and consists of several mergers. In this paper, we divided Kiryu city into four areas by geographical location, represented as Old Town, New town, Across river and Detached area as shown in Figure 1 . There are 63,576 females and 59,217 male, total 122,793 people living in Kiryu city. In this paper, the young, Middle age and the old means the people aged 0 to 39, 40 to 59, 60 or more, respectively.
Moreover, the store in Kiryu city is classified into following three types. First, the shops located in the Old town, which serves as a problem and a candidate to be improved, and being the target of owners'survey, named as "Shops in old shopping street". Second, 41 representative large-scale retailer stores been selected located in Kiryu city named as "Supermarket". Finally, the five large-scaled shopping malls, which located in a suburb near Kiryu city, named as "Mall".
The Summary of Questionnaire Surveys
Questionnaire Survey of Owners of Shops in Old Shopping Street
One questionnaire surveywe conducted is on the owners of the Shops in old shopping street of Kiryu city from February 16 to 28, 2009 to get to known the financial condition of every shop and the owners' recognition to present condition, etc. With the cooperation of Kiryu Chamber of Commerce &Industry and a trade association of shops, 504 papersof the questionnaire was distributed and 208 have been collected. A part of the data is used in this paper.
Questionnaire Survey of Citizens of Kiryu City
Another big-scale-questionnaire surveys we conducted is on the citizens of Kiryu city in November 2012 to get to known the shopping activity of them. This questionnaire were sent to 10,000 householders whom are random sampled from a total 49,411householders of Kiryu and returned 2,963 ones; it means about 6% of the total or the 29.63% of the sample. The survey's content is as follows:
Q1: The name of the stations of bus or train to be used (will not been discussed in this paper)
Q2: The personality of the answer, such as the sex, age, address, traffic means (bicycle, car, train, on foot, etc.) and whether ownlicense.
Q3: Where and how many times to do the shopping during one month, activities done in the store, such as foods, clothes, daily goods, window-shopping, etc. and the traffic means used.
Q4: The points to choose or not to choose the store.
Q5 to Q7: Others about our project (will not been discussed in this paper).
Results
The Results of Questionnaire Surveys of Owners of Shops in Old Shopping Street
There are many questions in this questionnaire survey but only those related to the problems to deal with will be mentioned in this paper.
Summary of the Shops Condition
There are 94 (45%) private-manage-shop, 110 (53%) corporate-manage-shop and 4 (2%) unknown shops in the total 208 shops that responded to the questionnaire survey. Moreover, about half of them use a part of home as the shop and all the employees are families.
For the business years, as shown in Table 1 , more than half of them are 50 years or more. 
The Financial Condition of the Shops
First, in order to investigate business conditions of the shops, we set a question about the number of purchase customers per day for the last week at the investigation time. As shown in Table 2 , about 40% shops had less than 20 customers. About income, number of customers and profit, as shown in Table 3 , compare with 3 years ago, less than 10% shops grow and more than 70% shops reduced. That is to say, the business condition is becoming worse. About the problem of old shopping street, we list up all the problems conceivable in the questionnaire and ask the owner to multiple select all the problems they thought. As shown in Figure 2 , many problems, such as too many empty shops, no suction institution, no parking, etc. exist.
Figure 2. Problems selected by the shop owners
The Results of Questionnaire Surveys of Citizens of Kiryu City
There are 7 questions in this questionnaire survey. Questions 2 to 4 will be discussed here for the relation to the problems to deal with. Other questions were analyzed by Seki (2012) .
The Statistics on the Characteristics of Respondents
Question 2 related to age, gender, licensing presence of their families and the respondents themselves and the result is shown below. As shown in Table 4 , 1,665 male and 1,043 female answered the questionnaire survey.There is the possibility that the wife answered using the name of the householder, so the analysis according to sex will not be conducted in this study. About 6% family answered thequestionnaire survey and there is no clear deviation in age or region as mentioned above, so it is thought that Kiryu citizens' general shopping situation can be grasped almost correctly with this survey data.
Statistics about Shopping Activity
In this survey, we asked about shopping to the main person who usually goes to shopping in his/her home. Question 3 is the main part of the question in which about where respondents were shopping during the month before the questionnaire survey.At the first, rrespondents were asked to write the frequency of shopping in every individual shop, next, to check all propose to visit the shop.In the answer sheet, we illustrate vertically stores' name of shops, and illustrate horizontally shopping activities done in the store, such as foods, clothes, daily goods, window-shopping, etc. Respondentscheck the corresponding cells. It is difficult to ask all of the stores located in Kiryu city, so we limited alternatives in the questionnaire to the representative shopping placesin Kiryu city, and they classified in three kinds: Shops in Old shopping street, Supermarket and Mall. In addition, means to go to the shopping, such as bicycle, car, walk were investigated for each shop. Number of total times of visiting every shop is shown separately by visiting purpose in Figure 3 as a bar graph.The horizontal axis of bar graph shows propose and total times of all respondent who visiting that shop. The vertical axis of bar graph shows the ratio of visiting an individual shop to all shops. As shown in Figure 3 , for propose of visiting shops, food and daily commodities are obviously greater in number for Supermarket. Differentto Supermarket, Shops in old shopping street are used for multiple purposes. For visiting means, as shown in Table 6 , private cars were used basically. More specifically, 2/3 visitors used private carsand of about 1/3 used bicycle or on foot for Shops in old shopping street, nearly 90% visitors used private cars for Supermarket and almost all of the visitors used private cars for Mall. Figure 4 shown visiting rate between shopping places separated by the four areas. It can be seen that for Supermarket, Mall and others, there are little difference among the four areas. However, for Shops in shopping street, usage is very different and decreased in the order of Old town, New town, Across river and Detached area. 
Statistics about Shop Evaluation
In Question 4, respondent was asked to write ○ or × for the three types of stores, which are Shops in old shoppingstreet, Supermarket and Mall, about 25 points shown in Table 4 . The ○ means that the point is a good point makes the respondent choose the shop and the × means the point is a bad point makes the respondent do not choose the shop.
First, total number of both ○and × was counted and calculated as point rate to find which point is considered for decide the shopping place. As shown in Table 7 , "variety of goods", "parking" and "all can bought in one place" are the most important points for decision. "Cheap", "easy to find goods", "near", "having place for rest and meal" and "Goodatmosphere" are the points followed.
Then, average number of points in each evaluate object [(the number of ○) -(the number of ×)] for those three stores are shown at the rightside of Table 7 . Average number of points in"parking","all can bought in one place" www.ccsenet.org/ijms
International Journal of Marketing Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; 2014 and "variety of goods" for Shops in old shopping street are low. "Cheap", "long business-hour", "having place for children", "having place for rest and meal" and"attractive advertising" are low also. On the other hand, "parking", "cheap", "variety of goods" and "all can be bought in one place" of Supermarket are high. It is similar of Mall to Supermarket and "Having favorite goods", "good atmosphere", "having place for rest and meal" are also evaluated highly but "Near" and "intimacy" are not good. In addition, regional differences of the evaluation are shown in Table 8 . Distance to storeis regard importantly by the respondents living in New town and Old town but reverse by those living in Across river and Detached area. The reason of it can be thought as the difference in means of transportation. In addition, "long-business-hour" is not regarded so important by those living in detached area. Those living in all the area except old town regard pleasure important.
As shown in table 8. it can be seen that the Shops in old shopping street is evaluated highly by those living in old town but reverse by those living in detached area. In addition, Mall is evaluated highly by those living in across river but reverse by those living in old town. PR  O1 O2  O3  PR  O1  O2  O3  PR  O1  O2  O3  PR  O1  O2 Evaluation on each item, which is goods, shop, traffic, pleasure and advertisement, to Shops in old shopping street by different areas is summarized in Figure 5 . It is calculated by using the following formula to balance the different number of question in every item.
Evaluation on each item = Total evaluation of all questions in the item / number of question in the item As shown in Figure 5 , evaluations to Shops in old shopping street by different residential areas are very different and they decreased in the order of Old Town, New Town, Across river and Detached area. 
Discussion
We summarize background conditions of Kiryu city and the conceivable remedial measures for the old shopping street in Fig. 6 . In this figure, we comparethe conditions of Old Town to the conditions of suburbs where many Large-Scale Retail Storesand Large-Scale Malls located.The Old Town where the old shopping street located have less charm to the young because of the causative factors list up in Figure 6 .Conceivable remedial measures to improve the listed factors, such as development for EV, public transport usage, using ICT and Word of Mouth in Old Town, etc. are listed at the left side of the Figure 6 .
In our study, we investigated not only Action step, the final step in the AIDA steps, but also the previous steps that show the processes to the action. As a result, two hypotheses about the problems of old shopping street mentioned above are considered. Consequently, we suggest below for improving the problemsin the framework shown on the Figure 6 . Table 7 , shortage of goods verities and cannot buy all in one shop are mentioned as problems by both the customers and the shop owners in old shopping street. Therefore, potential customers think to have to move among the shops in the old shopping street to get all goods they needs. So frequent parking include in and out is necessary since car is used most widely as a means to stores.On the other hand, they assessparking to be verydifficult.Owners mention too parking difficulty and narrow road as problems of old shopping street.It can be thought thatmoving among shops in old shopping street is inconvenience for customers. Therefore, we can get a conclusion that the hypothesis "moving among the shops is necessary in old shopping street and this inconvenience prevents the visiting" is verified.
In order to improve the problem above, direct measuresare to make a block on which existing every individual shopand stores lacking the street are concentrated, and to make parking easier to in and out. However, as mentioned above in the survey of shop owners, the business condition is not so good, so it can be thought that these direct measures are difficult to realize. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with the problems in other view.
Therefore, we propose to create a move means among the shops in old shopping street to deal with the inconvenience to increase the visiting rate. Transit mall is a one of the solution; however, it was difficult because it needed large investment. Accordingly, EV bus (Figure 7) developed by the present project was considered. It is easy to get on and off for its low floor and full of spaciousness for without door and window glass. It can be thought that it can be used easier for the old, children and customers with heavy shopping-goods and can improve the charm of Old Town. Now, examination service of the EV bus began, and the service is being evaluated.
www.ccsenet.org/ijms
International Journal of Marketing Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; 2014 Figure 7. EV bus Second, as indicated in Section 3.2.3, evaluation on old shopping street is very different by the four areas and decreased in the order of Old town, New town, Across river and Detached area. For some items, such as traffic, evaluated different by residents in different living area is reasonable. As toother items, such as goods, shop and pleasure, it is not reasonable. We found that the usage of old shopping street also decreased in the order of Old town, New town, Across river and Detached area. That is to say, the more usage of old shopping street, the higher evaluation it receives. Then, we can say that the charm of old shopping street is not known by those who seldom using it. Therefore, we can get a conclusion that the hypothesis "the charm of the old shopping street is not be known well" is verified.
In order to improve the problem above, it is necessary to find a good way to make the charm of old shopping street to be known by those seldom using.In ourother study, Gaowa (2013) clarified that Word of Mouth (henceforth WOM) is an effective way to disseminate information and confirmed that new information is disseminated in the network if some constituent members of the network acquire it. Moreover, thinking about the aging population composition of Kiryu City, we believe that face-to-face WOM, the traditional way of disseminating information, will be more effective than Internet or something like SNSin this case. In addition, since there are some events, such as antique market, is hold on regular in Kiryu city, effective using of event can be thought as a good way to attract new visitors and make them know the charm of old shopping street. Then the charm of old shopping street, in other word, information will be disseminated in the WOM network of the new visitor and the visiting rate to Old town will be grown.
As described above, two hypotheses above are verified by statistically analyzing the data obtained by the surveys.We hope we can contribute to build the bustling street in compact city Kiryu by showing a clear direction for improvement of the old shopping street.We think that these remedial measures increase the charm of Old Town and the citizens' visiting rate to Old Town.
